VOLKSWAGEN RCN210 RADIO INSTALLATION
On some VW models this radio can work straight after installation, but mostly it requires connection to INFO CAN lines those
could be reached, at the easiest, from A/C control panel unit. Without that connection, radio will run but will not work properly
or completely (no lighting, no power off after ignition off, no Bluetooth etc...) This manual describes and shows how radio needs
to be installed. The installation in manual is carried out on VW CADDY 2008. On other VW vehicles, installation proccess will be
analogical and similar.

Remove plastic trim around the radio and heating/ac control panel. Locate torx screws fastening the radio and a/c panel, loose
them to remove both parts.

Remove radio connector and antenna connector from original radio. Use supplied wiring adapter to connect RCN210 radio with
your original plug. Do not forget to plug antenna cable.

Unscrew climate/heating control panel, pull it off and locate connector with INFO-CAN lines. These will be orange
with green strip and orange with brown strip. Connectors at the climate/heating panel may vary on different models,
however what we are looking for are orange/green and orange/brown wires.

Remove connector from the climate control panel. Work on to remove insulation tape from the harness to get
access to two mentioned wires as shown bellow.

Use a quick snap-lock connectors to join orange/green and orange/brown wires from radio-adapter-cable with the
existing wires of same colors running to climate control panel. Put both wires meant to be connected inside the snap
lock connectors and use pliers to squeeze connector enough so the metal blade inside cuts through insulation and
establishes proper connection between both wires. You can now test if connection was ok – if you switch on lights
and radio will turn on its backlight, try also bluetooth and pair with phone. After everything Works asi t should,
simply re-assemble back and you can now enjoy your new radio.

Operating the radio functions is very easy.
If you want to pair your phone with the radio to make/receive phone calls, i tis easy. Just turn on PHONE function on
radio and afterwards on your phone. Your phone will find new device named as „VW RADIO“. Choose it and confirm
pairing on both devices if requested. Input code if requested, to pair devices.
After initial pairing, the phone always pairs with the radio itself when you power up the radio. Just need to have BT
switched on on your phone.

After phone is paired, you can also play music from your phone through BT AUDIO streaming.
Enjoy your new radio!

